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Optomechanical systems couple an electromagnetic cavity to a mechanical resonator 
which is typically formed from a solid object. The range of phenomena accessible to 
these systems depends on the properties of the mechanical resonator and on the manner 
in which it couples to the cavity fields. In both respects, a mechanical resonator formed 
from superfluid liquid helium offers several appealing features: low electromagnetic 
absorption, high thermal conductivity, vanishing viscosity, well-understood 
mechanical loss, and in situ alignment with cryogenic cavities. In addition, it offers 
degrees of freedom that differ qualitatively from those of a solid. Here, we describe an 
optomechanical system consisting of a miniature optical cavity filled with superfluid 
helium. The cavity mirrors define optical and mechanical modes with near-perfect 
overlap, resulting in an optomechanical coupling rate ~ 3 kHz. This coupling is used to 
drive the superfluid; it is also used to observe the superfluid’s thermal motion, resolving 
a mean phonon number as low as 11. 
 
 
 
Light confined in a cavity exerts forces on the components that form the cavity. These forces 
can excite mechanical vibrations in the cavity components, and these vibrations can alter the 
propagation of light in the cavity. This interplay between electromagnetic (EM) and mechanical 
degrees of freedom is the basis of cavity optomechanics. It gives rise to a variety of nonlinear 
phenomena in both the EM and mechanical domains, and provides means for controlling and 
sensing EM fields and mechanical oscillators.1  
If the optomechanical interaction is approximately unitary, it can provide access to quantum 
effects in the optical and mechanical degrees of freedom.1 Optomechanical systems have been 
used to observe quantum effects which are remarkable in that they are associated with the motion 
of massive objects.2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 They have also been proposed for use in a range of quantum 
information and sensing applications.13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22 Realizing these goals typically 
requires strong optomechanical coupling, weak EM and mechanical loss, efficient cooling to 
cryogenic temperatures, and reduced influence from technical noise.  
To date, nearly all optomechanical devices have used solid objects as mechanical oscillators. 
However, liquid oscillators offer potential advantages. A liquid can conformally fill a hollow EM 
cavity,23 allowing for near-perfect overlap between the cavity’s EM modes and the normal modes 
of the liquid body’s vibrations. In addition, the liquid’s composition can be changed in situ, an 
important feature for applications in fluidic sensing.24 However, most liquids face two important 
obstacles to operation in or near the quantum regime: their viscosity results in strong mechanical 
losses, and they solidify when cooled to cryogenic temperatures. Liquid helium is exceptional in 
both respects, as it does not solidify under its own vapor pressure and possesses zero viscosity in 
its purely superfluid state. In addition, liquid He has low EM loss and high thermal conductivity 
at cryogenic temperatures. 
The interaction of light with the mechanical modes of superfluid He has been studied in a 
variety of contexts, including free-space spontaneous inelastic light scattering (i.e., without a 
cavity) from thermal excitations of first sound, second sound, isotopic concentration, ripplons and 
rotons.25,26,27,28,29 These experiments were carried out at relatively high temperatures (T ~ 1 – 2 K) 
where these excitations are strongly damped. The combination of strong damping and the lack of 
confinement for the optical or mechanical modes precluded observation of cavity optomechanical 
behavior. More recently, cavity optomechanical interactions were measured between near infrared 
(NIR) light in a cavity and the third sound modes of a superfluid He film coating the cavity; this 
interaction was used to monitor and control the superfluid’s thermal motion, but was 
predominantly of non-unitary photothermal origin (and therefore not well-suited to studying 
quantum optomechanical effects).30 In the microwave domain, a cavity was used to monitor the 
externally-driven acoustic (first sound) modes of superfluid He inside the cavity.31 This device 
demonstrated very high acoustic quality factor (~107) and EM quality factor (~107); however the 
weak optomechanical coupling (estimated single-photon coupling rate ~ 4 × 10-8 Hz) precluded 
observation of the superfluid’s thermal motion or the cavity field’s influence upon the acoustic 
modes. 
Here we describe an optomechanical system consisting of a NIR optical cavity filled with 
superfluid He. We observe coupling between the cavity’s optical modes and the superfluid’s 
acoustic modes, and find that this coupling is predominantly electrostrictive in origin (and hence 
unitary). The single-photon coupling rate is ~ 3 × 103 Hz, enabling observation of the superfluid’s 
thermal motion and of the cavity field’s influence upon the acoustic modes. These modes are 
cooled to 180 mK (corresponding to mean phonon number 11), and reach a maximum quality 
factor 6 × 104. These results agree with a simple model using well-known material properties, and 
may be improved substantially via straightforward modifications of the present device.  
The system is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). The optical cavity is formed between a pair of 
single-mode optical fibers. Laser machining is used to produce a smooth concave surface on the 
face of each fiber.32 The radii of curvature of the two faces are r1 = 409 μm and r2 = 282 μm. On 
each face, alternating layers of SiO2 and Ta2O5 are deposited to form a distributed Bragg reflector 
(DBR).33 The DBRs’ power transmissions are T1 = 1.03 × 10–4 and T2 = 1.0 × 10–5; as a result the 
cavity is approximately single-sided. The fibers are aligned in a glass ferrule with inner diameter 
133 ± 5 μm, as described in Ref. [34]. The ferrule is epoxied into a brass cell, and the fibers are 
fixed so that the cavity length L = 67.3 μm after cooling to cryogenic temperatures. The cell is 
mounted on the mixing chamber (MC) of a dilution refrigerator. Liquid He is introduced into the 
cell via a fill line. 
A closer view of the cavity is shown in the lower portion of Fig. 1(a). The optical modes are 
confined by the DBRs’ high reflectivity and concave shape. The acoustic modes are confined in 
the same manner (the acoustic reflectivity is primarily due to impedance mismatch between He 
and the DBR materials, see the Supplementary Information).  
Coupling between optical and acoustic modes arises because the spatial variation of He density 
associated with an acoustic mode can alter the effective cavity length for an optical mode; 
equivalently, the intensity variation associated with an optical mode can exert an electrostrictive 
force that drives an acoustic mode. This coupling is described by the conventional optomechanical 
Hamiltonian1 , † †OM 0 ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ( )H g a a b b
α β
α α β β= +  where 
†aˆα  is the photon creation operator for the optical 
mode α, †bˆβ  is the phonon creation operator for the acoustic mode β, and the single-photon coupling 
rate is  
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Here ( )A rα

  and ( )B rβ
  are dimensionless, square-normalized functions representing the electric 
field of the optical mode α and the density variation of the acoustic mode β respectively. ,zpβρ  is 
the fractional density change associated with the zero-point fluctuations of the acoustic mode β, 
and is defined by ( )2 3He ,zp ( ) / 2K B r d rβ β βρ ω=∫
 

 . The frequency of the optical (acoustic) mode 
is ωα (ωβ). The bulk modulus and index of refraction of liquid He are KHe = 8.21 × 106 Pa and nHe 
=1.028. 
The normal modes ( )A rα

 and ( )B rβ
  can be found by noting that, inside the cavity, Maxwell’s 
equations and the hydrodynamic equations both reduce to wave equations: the former owing to the 
absence of EM sources, and the latter under the assumption that the liquid undergoes irrotational 
flow with small velocity, small displacements, and small variations in pressure and density.35 
Furthermore, the cavity geometry (set by r1, r2, and L) and the wavelengths of interest (discussed 
below) allow the paraxial approximation to be used, leading to well-known solutions.36 As a result, 
the optical and acoustic modes have the same general form: a standing wave along the cavity axis 
and a transverse profile described by two Gaussian Hermite polynomials. Each mode is indexed 
by three positive integers, i.e.: α = {xα, yα, zα} and β = {xβ, yβ, zβ} where the xα, yα (xβ, yβ) index the 
transverse optical (acoustic) mode, and zα (zβ) is the number of optical (acoustic) half-wavelengths 
in the cavity. Here, we consider only the lowest-order transverse modes (i.e., those with 
, , , 0x y x yα α β β = ). 
Boundary conditions ensure that the interface between the DBR and the liquid He corresponds 
(nearly) to a node of Aα  and an antinode of Bβ . As a result, it is straightforward to show that 
,
0g
α β  
nearly vanishes unless 2zα = zβ. This requirement is equivalent to the phase-matching condition for 
stimulated Brillouin scattering37 applied to the standing waves of a paraxial cavity. Thus, an optical 
mode with wavelength (in liquid He) λα = 1.50 μm (ωα/2π = 195 THz) will couple primarily to a 
single acoustic mode with wavelength λβ = 0.75 μm (ωβ/2π = 318 MHz). A derivation of these 
features from first principles is given in Ref.[38]. 
The measurement setup is illustrated in Fig 1(b),(c). Light from a tunable laser (1,520 nm < λ 
< 1,560 nm) passes through a frequency shifter (FS) and a phase modulator (PM). The PM is driven 
by as many as three tones, resulting in first-order sidebands labeled as lock, probe, and control in 
Fig. 1(c), while the carrier beam serves as a local oscillator (LO). Light is delivered to (and 
collected from) the cryostat via a circulator. Light leaving the cavity passes through an erbium-
doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and then is detected by a photodiode.  
The lock beam is produced by a fixed frequency drive (ωlock/2π = 926 MHz). The beat note 
between the reflected lock beam and LO beam produces an error signal that is used to control the 
FS, ensuring that all the beams track fluctuations in the cavity.  
The probe beam is produced by the variable frequency drive (ωprobe) from a vector network 
analyzer (VNA). The beat note between the reflected probe and LO beams is monitored by the 
VNA. The red data in Fig. 1(d) shows the intracavity power inferred from the VNA signal as ωprobe 
is varied to scan the probe beam over the optical mode with zα = 90. This data is taken without He 
in the cell and with the refrigerator temperature TMC = 30 mK. Fitting this data gives the decay rate 
κα/2π = 46.1 ± 0.1 MHz, typical of the decay rates measured with the cavity at room temperature.  
To determine whether the presence of liquid He alters the cavity’s optical loss, the blue data in 
Fig. 1(d) shows the same measurement after the cavity is filled with liquid He. For this 
measurement, zα = 93 and TMC = 38 mK. Fitting this data gives κα/2π = 46.3 ± 0.2 MHz. The 
difference between the two values of κα is consistent with the variations between modes when the 
cavity is empty, and is also consistent with the negligible optical loss expected for liquid He at 
these temperatures.39 
The acoustic modes of the liquid He were characterized via optomechanically induced 
amplification (OMIA).40 To accomplish this, a control beam was produced by the variable 
frequency (ωcontrol) drive of a microwave generator. When the difference |ωcontrol – ωprobe| ≈ ωβ, the 
intracavity beating between the control and probe beams can excite the acoustic mode β; the 
resulting acoustic oscillations modulate the control beam, and these modulations are detected by 
the VNA (see Supplementary Information).  
 Fig. 2(a) shows a typical record of the normalized amplitude a and phase ψ of the VNA signal 
when the control beam is detuned from the cavity resonance by Δcontrol ≈ ωβ and ωprobe is varied. 
The peak at |ωcontrol – ωprobe|/2π ≈ 317.32 MHz corresponds to the resonance of the acoustic mode. 
The solid line in Fig. 2(a) is a fit to the expected form of a and ψ (see the Supplementary 
Information). The fit parameters are ωβ, γβ (the acoustic damping rate), as well as A and Ψ (the 
overall amplitude and phase of the OMIA lineshape, described in Supplementary Information),. 
Figure 2(b) shows A and Ψ (extracted from fits similar to the one in Fig. 2(a)) as a function of 
Δcontrol and Pcontrol (the power of the control beam). For each Pcontrol, A shows a peak of width κα/2π 
centered at Δcontrol = ωβ, while Ψ changes by ~ π over the same range of Δcontrol. These features 
correspond to the excitation of the optical resonance by the probe beam. Fitting the measurements 
of A and Ψ to the expected form of the OMIA response (assuming purely electrostrictive coupling) 
gives the dashed lines in Fig. 2(b). This fit has only one parameter ( ,0g
α β ), and returns the best-fit 
value ,0 2g
α β π  = 3.3 ± 0.2 × 103 Hz; in comparison, numerical evaluation of Eq. 1 gives ,0 2g
α β π  
= 3.5 ± 0.5 × 103 Hz.  
While this fit captures many features of the data, it underestimates Ψ by an amount roughly 
independent of Δcontrol and Pcontrol. To account for this constant phase shift, we calculated the OMIA 
signal that would result if the optical intensity also drives the acoustic mode via an interaction 
mediated by a process much slower than ωβ (see the Supplementary Information). Such a slow 
interaction would arise naturally from a photothermal process in which optical absorption in the 
DBR heats the liquid He. The solid lines in Fig. 2(b) are a fit to this calculation, in which the fit 
parameters are ,0g
α β  and ,0,ptg
α β  (the single-photon photothermal coupling rate), and the best-fit 
values are ,0 2g
α β π = 3.18 ± 0.2 × 103 Hz and ,0,pt 2g
α β π  = 0.97 ± 0.05 × 103 Hz respectively. 
The damping of the acoustic modes is expected to be dominated by two processes. The first is 
mode conversion via the nonlinear compressibility of liquid He. This process has been studied 
extensively,41 and for the relevant temperature range would result in an acoustic quality factor 
4
,int bath/Q Tβ χ= , where χ = 118 K4 (see the Supplementary Information) and Tbath is the temperature 
of the He in the cavity. The second expected source of damping is acoustic radiation from the He 
into the confining materials. This process is predicted to result in Qβ,ext = (79 ± 5) × 103 (see the 
Supplementary Information). 
Figure 3(a) shows Qβ (determined from data and fits similar to Fig. 2(a)) as a function of TMC 
and Pinc (the total laser power incident on the cavity). Also shown are the predicted Qβ,int and Qβ,ext 
(dashed lines), and their combined effect assuming Tbath = TMC (black line). Although the data show 
qualitative agreement with the predicted trends, there is also a clear dependence of Qβ upon Pinc. 
Figure 3(b) shows that Qβ depends on the mean intracavity photon number nα  as well as Pinc.  
For the conditions of these measurements, dynamical backaction1 (i.e., optical damping) is not 
expected to contribute appreciably to Qβ. Instead, we consider a model in which light is absorbed 
in the DBRs, resulting in heat flow into the cavity Φ = μPinc + νħωακα,int nα . Here κα,int is the 
intracavity loss rate (and is determined from measurements similar to those shown in Fig. 1(d)), 
while ν and μ are dimensionless constants that characterize, respectively, the absorbers’ overlap 
with the optical standing mode (which extends into the upper layers of the DBRs) and the optical 
travelling mode. In the presence of Φ, equilibrium is maintained by the thermal conductance 
between the cavity and the MC, which is dominated by the sheath of liquid He between the optical 
fibers and the glass ferrule (Fig. 1(a)). For the relevant temperature range, the conductance of 
liquid He is k = εT3, where T is the local temperature and ε is measured to be (5 ± 2.5) × 10-5 W/K4  
(see the Supplementary Information). This model predicts that  
 
4 1/44
bath MC inc ,int( ( ))T T P nα α αε µ ν ω κ= + +   .      (2) 
 
The colored solid lines in Fig 3(a) and 3(b) are the result of fitting the complete dataset to 
1 1 1
bath ,int bath ,ext( ) ( ( ) )Q T Q T Qβ β β
− − −= +  by using Eq. 2 and taking ν/μ, μ/ε, and Qβ,ext as fitting 
parameters. This fit gives ν/μ = 294 ± 9, μ/ε = 48 ± 7 K4/W, and Qβ,ext = (70 ± 2.0) × 103. The value 
of ν/μ is consistent with absorbers being distributed throughout the DBR layers, and the value of 
Qβ,ext is consistent with the a priori calculation in the Supplementary Information.  
Figure 3(c) shows the data from Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) replotted as a function of Tbath (calculated 
from Eq. 2 and the best-fit values of ν/μ and μ/ε). The data collapse together, indicating that Qβ is 
determined by Tbath, which in turn is determined by TMC, Pinc, and nα  in accordance with the model 
described above. The collapsed data are in close agreement with the prediction for Qβ(Tbath) (the 
black line in Fig. 3(c)). 
To determine nβ  (the mean phonon number of the acoustic mode), a heterodyne technique 
was used to measure the Stokes sideband imprinted on the control beam by the acoustic mode’s 
thermal fluctuations. For these measurements, the probe beam was turned off and the control 
beam’s detuning relative to the cavity resonance was set to Δcontrol ≈ ωβ. A spectrum analyzer was 
used to monitor the photocurrent at frequencies near the beat note between the Stokes sideband 
and the LO. Fig. 4(a) shows SII(ω), the power spectral density (PSD) of the photocurrent, for a 
range of TMC and Pinc. As TMC and Pinc are reduced the acoustic resonances become narrower, in 
qualitative agreement with Fig. 3(a) and 3(b).  
Figure 4(b) shows the same data as in Fig. 4(a), but with SII converted to Sρρ   (the PSD of 
fractional density fluctuations), and normalized by 2 ,zp4 /β βρ γ  (see Supplemental Information) so 
that the peak height corresponds to nβ . The solid lines are fits to the expected Lorentzian 
lineshape. Fig. 4(c) shows nβ  determined from these fits and plotted as a function of Tbath (which 
is determined using Eq. 2). Also shown is the solid red line corresponding to the prediction 
B bath /n k Tβ βω=  . The data and prediction show close agreement for nβ  as low as 11 ± 0.3, 
indicating that the acoustic mode remains in thermal equilibrium with the material temperature 
Tbath. 
In conclusion, these results show a promising combination of cavity optomechanics with a 
superfluid. This system achieves dimensionless figures of merit comparable to state-of-the-art, 
solid-based optomechanical systems (ωβ/κα = 4.6, ,0g
α β / κα = 4.6 × 10–5, kBTbath/ħωβ = 11), and 
without the need for in situ alignment. The acoustic loss in this system agrees well with a simple 
model, and this model indicates that straightforward refinements can provide substantial 
improvements. For example, Qβ may be increased to ~ 3 × 106 by using DBR structures that serve 
as high-reflectivity acoustic mirrors as well as optical mirrors (see Supplementary Information). 
In addition, Tbath can be lowered by increasing the thermal conductance between the cavity and the 
refrigerator (e.g., using the device geometry described in Ref. [34]).  
These results also open a number of qualitatively new directions, including cavity 
optomechanical coupling to degrees of freedom that are unique to superfluid liquid He. These 
include the Kelvin modes of remnant vortex lines; ripplon modes of the superfluid’s free surface; 
and well-controlled impurities, such as electrons on the surface or in the bulk of the superfluid. 
Precision measurements of these degrees of freedom may provide new insight into long-standing 
questions about their roles in superfluid turbulence42,43 and their potential applications in quantum 
information processing.44 
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 Figure Captions 
 
Figure 1 | Description and characterization of the superfluid-filled optical cavity. a, 
Schematic illustration of the device, showing the optical cavity formed between two optical fibers 
(yellow) aligned in a glass ferrule (yellow). The ferrule is mounted in a brass cell (grey), which is 
attached to a dilution refrigerator (not shown) and can be filled with superfluid helium (blue). The 
lower panel illustrates the optomechanical coupling: the intensity maxima of an optical mode (red 
line) overlap with the density maxima of an acoustic mode (blue shading; darker corresponds to 
denser He). b, Schematic of the measurement set up. Red: optical components. Green: electronic 
components. Light from a tunable laser (TL) passes through a frequency shifter (FS) and a phase 
modulator (PM). The PM is driven by tones from a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO1), 
microwave generator (MG), and vector network analyzer (VNA). The resulting sidebands and the 
carrier are delivered to the cryostat by a circulator (circle), which also sends the reflected beams 
through an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (triangle) to a photodiode (PD). The photocurrent can be 
monitored by the VNA or a microwave spectrum analyzer (MSA). It is also mixed with the tone 
from VCO1 to produce an error signal that is sent to VCO2, which in turn drives the FS in order 
to lock the beams to the cavity. c, Illustration of the laser beams. The LO, control, lock, and probe 
beams are shown (red), along with the cavity lineshape (black). d, The intracavity power as the 
probe beam is detuned. Red: empty cavity. Blue: cavity filled with liquid He. To aid comparison, 
the data are normalized to their maximum value and plotted as a function of the detuning from the 
cavity resonance. The solid red and blue lines are fits to the expected Lorentzian, and give 
linewidths 46.1 ± 0.1 MHz and 46.3 ± 0.2 MHz, respectively. 
 
Figure 2 | Characterizing the acoustic mode and the optomechanical coupling. a, The 
relative amplitude a and phase ψ of the OMIA signal as a function of the intracavity beat note 
frequency |ωcontrol – ωprobe|/2π. For these measurements L = 85.2 μm, zα = 112, zβ = 224, κα/2π = 69 
± 2 MHz, Δcontrol/2π = 320 MHz, Pcontrol = 4 μW, and TMC = 59 mK. The solid line is the fit described 
in the text and Supplementary Information. b, The amplitude A and phase Ψ of the OMIA lineshape 
(determined from fits similar to the one in a) as a function of Δcontrol and Pcontrol. The dashed line is 
the fit assuming only electrostrictive coupling; the solid line is the fit assuming electrostrictive and 
slow photothermal coupling, as described in the text and Supplementary Information. 
 
Figure 3 | Acoustic damping as a function of temperature. a, Acoustic quality factor Qβ 
versus TMC . Different colors correspond to different values of Pinc, the total optical power incident 
on the cavity. The red and blue dashed lines are the predicted contributions to Qβ from the internal 
loss and radiation loss, respectively, assuming Tbath = TMC; the solid black line is the net effect of 
these contributions. The colored solid lines are the fit to the model described in the text. b, Qβ 
versus nα  (the mean number of intracavity photons). Different colors correspond to different 
values of Pinc. The colored solid lines are the fit to the model described in the text. c, The data from 
a and b, plotted versus Tbath (which is inferred from the fits in a and b). Different colors correspond 
to different values of nα . The solid black line, as well as the dashed red and blue lines, are the 
same as in a. 
 
Figure 4 | Thermal fluctuations of the acoustic mode. a, The power spectral density of the 
photocurrent for various TMC and Pinc when no drive is applied to the acoustic mode. The 
measurement noise floor changes with Pinc owing to the EDFA’s nonlinearity. The solid lines are 
fits to a Lorentzian plus a constant background. b, The same data as in a, converted from 
photocurrent to helium density fluctuations. The background has been subtracted and the data 
normalized so that the peak height corresponds to the mean phonon number nβ . c, The mean 
phonon number versus Tbath. 
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SI A OMIT/OMIA measurements 
SI A.1 Theory 
In this section we describe the theory of Optomechanically Induced Transparency and Optomechan-
ically Induced Amplification (OMIT/OMIA) measurements when a slow photothermal process exists in 
addition to the usual optomechanical coupling. Using the same notation as the main paper, the standard 
optomechanics Hamiltonian is 
where lta,in is the input coupling and Sin is the amplitude of the incoming laser beam 
Sin= (s;n + 6s;n(t))e-iwLt 
Here Sin is a strong "control" beam and 6s;n(t) is a weak ''probe" beam. 
The Heisenberg equations of motion are 
~ - •( A a,/3(bA bAt)A .~ ) "'"'A lla - -i Walla + 90 fl + fl lla + y lta,inSin - 2aa 
and: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
with the damping rates "'"' and /f3 for the cavity field and the acoustic mode correspondingly. Since 
OMIT/OMIA is a coherent measurement, the thermal noise of the acoustic mode (which is incoherent) 
can be neglected. The last term in equation 4 describes the driving of the acoustic mode by changes in the 
helium temperature 6T. The acoustic mode is coupled to the temperature fluctuations with the coupling 
rate 9T which has units of Hz/K. Furthermore, we assume that 6T undergoes simple relaxation towards 
an equilibrium value set by the intracavity photon number. 
(5) 
1 
In this equation 9ta is the single photon heating rate in units of K/s, and l<th is the relaxation rate of the 
temperature of the helium inside the cavity. 
The two beams produce intensity beating with frequency !10 "" w fJ and with amplitude A, so 
(6) 
Here Tia is the average circulating photon number. We combine equation 6 with equation 5 and solve 
for liT, ignoring the constant temperature shift (due to n0 ). The solution is 
9ta ( Ae-illot ) 
liT = - 1 .,, I + c.c. 
"th - h •D "th 
(7) 
Plugging this back into equation 4 and ignoring the counter-rotating term proportional to e+illvt gives 
b" . ( b• + a,f!- + ( a,{J + 9ta 1 ) A -illvt) 'Yf!b' (8) fJ = -i Wf! fJ 9o na 9o 9T "th 1 _ i!1n/ "th e - 2 fJ 
We now define 
a,{! _ 9ta 1 9ta 9ta 
9o,pt - 9T "th i + !1n /"th "" 9T !1n "" 9T w fJ ' (9) 
where we've assumed that the thermal relaxation rate "th is much smaller than the drive frequency !1n. 
The total coupling to the betanote part of the intracavity power is 9tot = 9g•f! (1 + i9g,~; 9g•f!) = 9g•f! G, 
where G is defined as 
a,{! 
G = 1 + i 90·pt a,{! 
9o 
(10) 
With this modification, equation 4 becomes 
&f! = -i(wpbp + 9g•f!n0 + 9g•f!GAe-iflvt) - 7:, bp (11) 
Note that the equation of motion for a,, (equation 3) is not influenced by the inclusion of this photother-
mal process, because the action of the acoustic mode on the intracavity light is only via changes in the 
He density, which are fully parameterized by bp . 
In the frame rotating at WL, defining /::,. = WL - w,,, and redefining fi0 and s;n to be rotating at WL as 
well, we have 
" - .,,.. . a,{J(b' b't)• . ~ l<a. a0 - iuaa - ig0 f3 + f3 aa - iy Ka,inSin - 2aa 
The steady state equations are 
and 
. a,fJI- 12 ii = -z90 a"' 
fJ iwp + "lf 
where an effective detuning is defined: .3. = /::,. - 9g•f! (bp + iip)· 
2 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
Now we linearize the equations around the mean optical amplitude a, mean acoustic amplitude li and 
average laser drive 8;n, by assuming ii0 (t) = a0 + 8ii0 (t), b13(t) = b13 + 8b13(t) and Bin= Bin+ Osm(t). 
Plugging this assumption into equations 12 and 4 and making use of equations 13 and 14 we have 
8d0 (t) = il.8&0 (t) - igg•f3(8b13(t) + ob1(t))aa - iy't<a,m<>sm(t) - t<2" 8&0 (t) (15) 
ogf3(t) = -iwf38bf3(t) - igg·13G(a*oa0 (t) + aoal(t)) - ~ ob/3 (16) 
In the equation 16 we recognized that a•oaa(t) + aoal(t) is the term corresponding to the intracavity 
power beatnote that we've denoted as (Ae-illvt + c.c.) earlier, so its optomechanical coupling should 
have the photothermal correction factor G. The Fourier transform of equation 15 is 
-iw8iia[w] = il.8iia[w] - igg•13 (obf3[w] + ob1[w])a0 - i~OBin[w] - ~"8&0 [w] (17) 
By defining the cavity susceptibility 
1 
Xcav[w] = . ·l. + & 
-iw- z 2 
and multiphoton coupling 
g = gg•f3a;" 
we can rewrite equation 17 and its complex conjugate as 
8<1a[w] = -ixcav[w] (g(8bf3[w] + ob1[w]) + y't<a,inOBin[wJ) 
<>&l[w] = ix;'...v[-w] (g*(obf3[w] + ob1[w]) + ~osj;,[w]) 
Now we take the Fourier transform of equation 16 
-iw8bf3[w] = -iwf30bf3[w] - iG(g*8<1a[w] + go&l[w]) - ~ 8bf3[w] 
Combining equations 20 and 21 
(g*8iia[w] + go&l[w]) =ilgl2 (8b13[w] + ob1[w])(x~av[-w] - Xcav[w]) 
+ i~(X~av[-w]<>sin[w]g - Xcav[w]osin[w]g*) 
Since "113 « w13, we can neglect the counter-rotating term ob1[w], which is peaked around -w13, so 
• Gy't<a,in(X~av[-w]8sin[w]g - Xcav[w]Osm[w]g*) 
obr;[wJ = .( ) 'Jp_ I 12( [ l • [ D 
-i W - Wf3 + 2 + G g Xcav W - Xcav -w 
Defining 
iE[w] = Glgl 2 (Xcav[w] - X~av[-w]) 
3 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
results in 
t5b [w] = G~(X~av[-w]t5sjn[w]g - Xcav[w]t5sm.[w]g*) (26) 
fJ -i(w - WfJ) + 'If+ iE[w] 
In this notation the optical spring .:lwfi(opt) and optical damping 'Y{J(opt) are correspondingly 
Llwfi(opt) Re[E[w]] (27) 
'Y{J(opt) = -2Im[E[w]] (28) 
Now we calculate the amplitude and phase of the OMIA signal. In order to observe OMIT/OMIA 
it is necessary to have two beams detuned by a frequency nearly equal to that of the acoustic oscillator. 
As shown by equation 2, there are two beams in the system: a strong control beam and a weak probe 
beam. The probe beam is detuned from the control beam by -n, where n > 0 . In the rotating frame, 
the expression for t5s;n(t) is 
iOt t5s;n(t) = Spe 
Taking the Fourier transform and assuming Sp to be real 
Putting this back into equation 24 
t5b [w] = v'27fspG~(9X~av[-w]t5(w - !"!) - g'xcav[w]t5(w + !"!)) 
fJ -i(w - wfJ) + 'If+ iE[w] 
Going back into the time domain 
t5bfJ(t) = b+[!"!]spe-•m + b_[f!]spemt 
where 
b [!"!] = G~X~av[-!"!]g 
+ -i(!"! - Wfi) + "Yt + iE[!"!] 
and 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
b_[f!] = G~(-Xcav[-!"!]g*) (34) 
-i(-f! - Wfi) + "Yt + iE[-f!] 
The expression for b+ gives the complex amplitude of the acoustic oscillator. Oscillating at -!"!, b_ is 
far off resonance, so it will be small. 
The optical amplitude is given by equation 20 as 
t5aa[w] = -ixcav[w] (g(t5bfJ[w] + t5b1[w]) + Ji<a,int5s;n[wJ) 
Recasting the acoustic mode amplitude in the time domain and neglecting b_ yields 
(35) 
g(t5b{J(t) + t5b1(t)) + Ji<a,m.t5s;n(t) = {gb+[fl]e-mt + {gb~[!"!] + Ji<a,in) e'm) Sp (36) 
We express the cavity mode amplitude as 
t5aa(t) = a+[!"!]e-mt + a_[f!]emt (37) 
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where 
a+[11] = -iXcav[l1]gb+[11]sp (38) 
and 
a_[l1] = -iXcav[-11] (gb+[l1] + ~) sp (39) 
In the measurement scheme employed in the experiment (having a probe beam only at -11) only a_ 
can be measured. In figure 2 of the main paper, we plot a_ normalized with respect to the background. 
This normalized signal a'_ is given by: 
a'_ [11] = a_ [11] = gb+ [11] + 1 
a_[oo] ~ (40) 
The functions a[11] and ,P[11] are the magnitude and phase of a'_[11]. The values A and W, described in 
the main paper are found as follows 
A= abs [gb+[w.a]] 
v'l'i:a,in 
1Jt = arg [gb+ [w.a]] 
~ 
(41) 
(42) 
Where b+[-w.a] is the complex amplitude of the acoustic oscillator, when the the probe beam is detuned 
by -w .B from the control beam. 
SI A.2 Full treatment of phase modulation. 
In order to use the treatment above to describe the measurements discussed in the main text, we need 
to take into account some additional features of the measurement setup. 
First, as mentioned in the main text, the probe and the control beams are generated in a phase modu-
lator. Specifically, two microwave tones drive the phase modulator: a stronger one at frequency Wcontroi. 
and a weaker one at Wprobe = Wcontrol + 11 (in the actual experiment we also send a third, even weaker, 
tone that is used for locking the laser to the cavity; its power is at least 3 times lower than the probe tone 
and it is at a different frequency, so it has a negligible effect on the measurement result). The strong 
and the weak microwave tones generate the control and the probe optical tones respectively, while the 
optical carrier acts as a local oscillator in the heterodyne measurement. However, phase modulation 
generates sidebands symmetrically about the carrier, resulting in negative-order sidebands on the other 
side of the carrier. These are far enough detuned from the cavity that they don't noticeably affect the 
mechanical motion; nevertheless, their beatnotes with the carrier are phase-coherent with the beatnotes 
produced by the control and probe beams, so they will partially cancel the expected heterodyne signal, 
thus influencing the measurement result. 
Moreover, in some of the measurements the microwave tones are strong enough that we need to take 
into account higher-order optical sidebands (e.g., at frequencies 2wcontrol or Wcontrol + Wprobe)· These 
can contribute to the beatnote in the photocurrent, and can also be close enough to the cavity resonance 
to influence mechanical motion. 
Finally, the local oscillator is not infinitely far detuned from the cavity (in our case, it is detuned 
by~ 151<). Hence, it experiences some cavity-induced phase shift in reflection, which also needs to be 
taken into account. 
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In order to consistently account for all the factors listed above, we start with the description of 
the phase modnlator. We denote the incident optical tone by a0e-iwot, and a set of microwave tones 
by <f>n cos(wnt), where the <f>n are the microwave amplitudes normalized by the (possibly frequency-
dependent) V,, of the phase modnlator, and the Wn are the corresponding microwave frequencies. The 
output of the modnlator is then expressed as 
a<P = aoe-iwotei En <Pn cos(wnt) = aoe-iwot II ei<Pn cos(wnt) 
n 
Next, we use the Jacobi-Anger expansion for the exponents 
+oo 
ei<Pncos(wnt) = L (-i)k Jk(<f>n)e-ikwnt, 
k=-oo 
where Jk(z) is kth Bessel function of the first kind. With this, the output laser becomes 
aq, = aoe-iwot II [ f (-i)k Jk(<f>n)e-ikwnt] = e-iwot L aze-iwit, 
n k=-oo l 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
where wz are all possible intermodulation frequencies resnlting from the Wn. In practice, to keep the 
computation time short we limit our calcnlations to a finite intermodnlation order (as discussed below). 
Next, we consider all of these beams (including the carrier) landing on the cavity. To recap equations 
12 and 11, the equations of motion can be written as 
tia -(Ka/2 + iw0 )aa - igg•flaa(b{J + bp) - i~Sin 
bfl = -bfJ/2 + iwfi)bfi - igg•flGa~aa 
(46) 
(47) 
In the frame rotating at the carrier frequency wo the incident optical field becomes Sin = E1 aze-iwit, 
and the optical equation of motion can be written as 
tia = -(Ka/2 - ifi)aa - igg•flaa(bfl + bp) - iy'Ka,in L aze-iw1\ 
l 
with fl. = wo - Wa being the carrier (i.e., local oscillator) detuning. 
All usual, next we linearize this equation. To zeroth order in gg•fl, the field amplitude is 
~ -iwit 
ao = L,, az,oe 
l 
al,o = -i~azxcav[wi], 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
where Xcav[w] = (Ka/2 - i(w + fi))-1. This amplitude resnlts in a force on the mechanical oscillator 
given by 
Fo = -igg•flGa[iao = -igg•flaI:;I:;a1,oak,oe-i(w1-w•)t 
l k 
6 
(51) 
The first order in gg•P terms due to the mechanical motion are (in the adiabatic regime, where 'Y p « 
K") 
ai = -igg•11 L a1,oe-iwit (bpXcav[w1 + wp] + bpXcav[w1 - wpl) 
l 
Their contribution to the mechanical force is 
-igg•11 G(a0a1 + aoat) 
(gg•11 )2GL L a1,oak,oe-i(wz-wk)t [bp (X~av[wk - wp] - Xcav[w1 + wp]) 
l k 
+bp (X~v[wk + wp] - Xcav[w1 - wp])] 
(52) 
(53) 
We can make a couple of simplifying assumptions. First, we note that bp rotates at +wp, while bp is 
located around -wp. This means that they will be coupled only by the terms rotating at 2wp (i.e., for 
lwk - wtl "" 2wp). In our case, these terms should be very small, since they would only come from the 
higher (at least, fourth) order in sideband amplitudes. Thus, we can neglect the bfi term and get 
F1 = -iEbp (54) 
E = i(gg•11 )2G LL a1,oai;,oe-i(wi-w•)t (X~av[wk - wp] - Xcav[w1 + wp]) (55) 
l k 
Second, we are predominantly interested in the DC terms in E; everything else will result in terms 
rotating at frequencies other than w 11 and, again, will end up far away from the acoustic resonance. As a 
result, the acoustic equation of motion becomes 
-('Yp/2 + iwp + iE)bp + Fo 
i(gg•11 )2G L la1,ol 2 (X~av[w1 - wp] - Xcav[w1 + wp]) 
l 
The solution for this equation is 
-i(g"'/1)2G '°' '°' X [w - w ]a a* e-i(wz-wk)t O L., L., /1,eff l k l,O k,O 
l k 
Xp,eff[w] ('Yp/2 + iwp + iE - iw)-1 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
Finally, knowing this expression for bp we can obtain the intracavity power using the first-order solution 
(equation (52)). Some of the terms in a 1 will end up being phase-coherent with the initial optical drive 
(e.g., the motional sideband on the control beam will be phase-coherent with the probe beam, and vice 
versa). It is these terms that will define the OMIT response. 
For the analysis presented in the main body of the paper, we implement this procedure as follows 
• First, knowing the microwave drives and phase modulator response, calculate the tones on the 
output of the phase modulator using equation 45 (for practical reasons, we limit expansion to the 
third order in the control beam amplitude and to the first order in the probe beam amplitude); 
• Next, from equations 49 and 50 determine the zeroth order intracavity field; 
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• Use this to calculate the optical force (equation 51) and self-energy (equation 57); 
• From these, determine the mechanical response (equations 58 and 59); 
• Use this calculated response to get the resulting field inside the cavity aa = ao + ai, where ai is 
determined by equation 52 
• The reflected field is found using the standard input-output relations aa,out = aa,in - i~aa; 
• Finally, to relate this field to the measurable quantities, we calculate the electrical response of the 
photodiode I ex a~,outaa,out. which will consist of all possible beatnotes of the reflected optical 
tones. The amplitude of the electrical tone oscillating at Wprobe (which mainly comes of the beating 
of the probe beam with the carrier) is the relevant OMIT signal. 
All of these calculation are performed numerically. 
SI B Optical and acoustic transmission of the cavity mirrors 
SI B.1 General considerations 
A cavity made of two lossless mirrors with power transmittances Ti and T2 has finesse [1] 
F= 27r 
Ti +T2 
The corresponding quality factor is 
Q = f_ = F_f_ = Ff(2L) = 47rfL 
'Y FSR v v(Ti + T2) 
(60) 
(61) 
Here f and 'Y are the frequency and linewidth of the cavity mode, L is the cavity length and v is the speed 
of wave propagation (either optical or acoustic). A conventional way of creating mirrors with very low 
loss and low transmission is by using Distributed Bragg Reflectors (DBRs). 
SI B.2 The optical transmission through a DBR 
This brief review follows the treatment in ref.[2]. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of a 
DBR, where the amplitude of the incident field is E(i) = 1, the amplitudes of reflected and transmitted 
fields are E(r) and E(t) correspondingly and the amplitude of the fields propagating forward and back-
ward in the jth layer are EY) and EJb) correspondingly. The index of refraction of the material from 
which the wave is incident is n; and the index of refraction of the material into which the wave is trans-
mitted is nt. The index of refraction of the lh layer is n; and the thickness of the jth layer is d;. The 
x-axis is pointing to the right. 
Assume a plane wave approaches the DBR at normal incidence. The continuity of parallel compo-
nents of electric and magnetic fields at each interface results in the following boundary conditions 
E;(x, t) 
dE;(x, t) 
dx = 
8 
E;+i(x, t) 
dE;+i(x, t) 
dx 
(62) 
(63) 
£(i) = 1 E(f) E(f) E(f) E(f) E(f) E(f) (f) E(t ) 1 2 3 4 5 
....... 
E.+1 
Ill 
-+ -+ ~~ -+ ~ -+ £(r) E(b) E(b) E(b) E(b) E(b) 1 2 3 4 5 ~ ~ .. +-+- +- +- +-
ni ni nz n3 n 4 ns nj nj+1 n t 
~( )~ ( )~ ( )~ 
di dz d3 d4 ds dj dj+l 
Figure 1: DBR showing the electric field in each layer. Color indicates different materials. 
At the first interface, the boundary conditions give 
1 + E(r) - EY) + Eib) 
ni ( 1 - E(r)) - ni ( Eif) - Eib)) 
(64) 
(65) 
Applying the boundary conditions to the interface between the jth and (j + 1 )th layers yields the equa-
tions 
E (f) + E(b) j+l j+l 
( 
(f) (b) ) 
ni+l Ei+l - Ei+l 
Assuming the total number of layers is p, applying boundary conditions to the last interface yields 
E(f)eiknpdp + E(b)e-iknpdp E(t) 
p p 
np ( E~f)eiknpdp _ E~b)e-iknpdp) _ ntE(t) 
Expressing the equations 64-69 in matrix form 
Upon rearranging and combining equations 70-72 we arrive at 
1 J-1 P [ 1 o0] [E0Ct)J -ni n Mj nt 
J=l 
9 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 
(73) 
where Mi is defined as 
We define: 
and now we have 
from which we find 
[ 1 ] [E(t)] E(r) =A 0 
Topt = E(r) = a21/a11 
Topt = 1 - r~pt 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
(77) 
(78) 
To conclude, finding 1he transmittivity of 1he DBR involves calculating 1he matrix A, which is straight-
forward, provided we know 1he indexes of refraction ni and nt. and 1he structure of 1he DBR, which is 
fully described by n and d of 1he alternating DBR layers. 
SI B.3 The acoustic transmission through a DBR 
Finding 1he DBR transmittivity for 1he sound wave is done in a sinrilar manner [3, 4]. Assume 
a sound wave wi1h frequency f and waveleng1h .A is incident on a DBR. Equating 1he displacements 
(s(x, t)) and pressures (P(x, t) = -Kds/dx) on bo1h sides of 1he boundary (K is 1he bulk modulus) 
gives 
Sj(d, t) 
ds· 
Kj a: (d, t) 
(79) 
(80) 
The fact 1hat acoustic impedance is related to bulk modulus via Z = K/v = vp, where pis 1he density 
of 1he material, and 1hat 1he frequency of 1he mode must be constant 1hroughout 1he DBR, results in 
1hree sets of equations 1hat provide information about 1he amplitude of 1he acoustic mode at different 
interfaces. At 1he first interface 
1 + s(r) 
Z;(l - s(r)) 
At 1he interface between 1he jth and (j + 1) th layer: 
(f) 'k "d· (b) -·k "d· s. e" n; 1 + s. e " n; 1 
3 3 
( 
(f) 'k ""d· (b) -·k ""d·) Z; Si e"' n; J - Si e " n; ., 
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(81) 
(82) 
(83) 
(84) 
Here we defined k = 271" />.and nj = v;/vi, where v; and Vj are correspondingly the speed of the sound 
wave in the medium on the incident side and the speed of sound in the jth layer. At the last interface, 
assuming a total number of layers p 
8 (f)eikn;«i,, + 8 (b)e-ikn;'d, 8 (t) p p 
Zp ( s1f)eikn;'d,. - s1ble-ikn;'d,) = z,s(tJ 
From equations 81-86, using the same methods as in section SI B.2, a matrix Bis obtained: 
where Mj is defined as: 
Now we have: 
from which we get: 
B _ bn bi2 _ 1 1 M"" 1 0 
[ ] [ ]
-1 p [ ] 
- b21 b22 - Z; -Z; }] i Zt 0 
[ 
1 1 ] [ eiknj'd; 
M1"" = Z3· .k ~d 
-Zj Z;e"' n; ; 
[ 1 ] = [
8 (t)] 
s(r) B 0 
r.,, = s(r) = ~i/bn 
T.,, = 1-r!, 
(85) 
(86) 
(87) 
(88) 
(89) 
(90) 
(91) 
In conclusion, to calculate both optical and acoustic reflection/transmission of a DBR the following 
quantities need to be known: 
• d -thickness of each layer 
• n 0 pt - optical index of refraction for each layer 
• p - density for each layer 
• v - sound velocity in each layer 
Additionally, it is necessary to know the values of those parameters for the material from which the 
wave is incident and the material into which the wave is transmitted. For the experiments described in 
the main paper these are liquid 4He and Si02 respectively. 
SI B.4 Optical and acoustic quality factors for the present DBRs 
The DBRs in these experiments are deposited on to the faces of Si02 fibers. The DBR is comprised 
of alternating layers of Si02 and Ta205 whose thiknesses are chosen to correspond to one-quarter wave-
length of the light (which in vacuum has wavelength ~ 1550 nm). The cavity is formed between two 
such fibers immersed in superfluid helium; therefore we are interested in the transmission of light and 
sound from the superfluid helium, through the DBR, and into the fiber. 
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Material nopt v(m/s) p(kg/ma) 
4He 1.0282[5] 238[5] 145[5] 
Si02 1.4746[6] 5,900 ± 100[7, 8] 2,200[7] 
Ta205 2.0483[6] 4,500 ± 500[7] 7,600 ± 600[7] 
Supplementary Table 1: Material properties of superfluid 4He, Si02 and Ta20 5 
Table 1 shows the relevant parameters for each material. 
For the 1550 nm light, a quarter optical wavelength layer of Si02 is 263 nm and a quarter optical 
wavelength layer of Ta20 5 is 189 nm. The 1550 nm light has wavelength equal to 1508 nm in liquid 4He 
and therefore couples to the acoustic mode with 754 nm wavelength in liquid 4He, whose frequency is 
315.7 MHz. For this mode, a quarter acoustic wavelength in Si02 is 4.7 ± 0.1 µm and a quarter acoustic 
wavelength in Ta20 5 is 3.6±0.4 µm; the large discrepancy between the optical and acoustic wavelengths 
in the solid materials means that the DBRs used in the present device will not provide strong reflectivity 
for the acoustic waves. 
The experiment was performed with the mirror surfaces separated by 84 µm. The cavity consisted of 
a low reflectivity (15 layer pairs) input DBR and high reflectivity (18 layer pairs) back DBR. The laser 
wavelength was 1538 nm; the frequency of the acoustic mode of interest was w13 = 27f x 317.3 MHz. 
As mentioned above, the DBRs in the present devices are not designed to be highly reflective for the 
acoustic waves; nevertheless, the strong contrast in acoustic impedance between 4He and the outermost 
layer of the optical DBR provides fairly large reflectivity. From equation 91 the acoustic transmittivity 
for the low reflectivity DBR is calculated to be 10,100 ± 400 ppm, while the acoustic transmittivity 
for the high reflectivity DBR is calculated to be 7,700 ± 1,300 ppm. The uncertainties predominantly 
come from the material properties ofTa20 5 (see Table 1). These values of the acoustic transmission lead 
to the acoustic quality factor Q13,ext =79000 ± 5,000 which is slightly higher than the experimentally 
determined quality factor Q /3,ext =70,000 ± 2,000. This difference might be attributed to various factors, 
such as losses due to mirror misalignment or imprecise knowledge of the DBR structure. 
SI B.5 Improving the acoustic quality factor in future devices 
In this section we consider the possibility of improving the acoustic quality factor by adding an 
acoustic DBR between the substrate and the optical DBR. The proposed structure in shown in figure 2. 
We consider a cavity in which optical confinement is again provided by optical DBRs with 15 and 18 
pairs, optimized for maximum reflectivity at 1550 nm, and the acoustic confinement is enhanced by addi-
tional layers forming an acoustic DBR. Technical aspects of the coating process impose the requirement 
that the total stack thickness be less than 25 µm, and that the thickness of each layer of a given material 
is an integer multiple of the thickness of the thinnest layer of this material[ 6]. Maximizing Q /3,ext for the 
315.7 MHz acoustic mode (to which 1550 nm light couples), subject to the above constraints, we find 
the optimal design for the stack. Table 2 shows stack parameters for the current designs as well as the 
proposed designs. 
We use equations 78 and 91 to calculate the optical and acoustic transmission for the DBRs presented 
in table 2. The results are shown in table 3. The optical transmission doesn't change appreciably as more 
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Layer pai r 
~ 
Cavity 
Optical DBR Acoustic DBR 
Figure 2: Example of a DBR structure that would be reflective for both optical and acoustic waves 
Number Design 
1 (Current) Substratex(l89 nm Ta20sx253 nm Si02)15 xl89 nm Ta20s 
2 (Current) Substrate x (189 nm Ta20 5 x253 nm Si02)18 x189 nm Ta20 5 
3 (Future) Substratex3591 nm Ta20sx4554 nm Si02x3591 nm Ta20sx759 nm Si02x 
(189 nm Ta205 x 253nmSi02)15 x189 nm Ta20s 
4 (Future) Substrate x 3780 nm Ta205 x4554 nm Si02 x3213 nm Ta205 x 
(253 nm Si02x189 nm Ta20s)18 
Supplementary Table 2: The stack designs used in the current device and the future stack designs 
acoustic layers are added, as the acoustic layers are outside of the optical mode. At the same time, the 
acoustic layers decrease the acoustic transmission by more than an order of magnitude. Assuming the 
Number Topt (ppm) Tac (ppm) dtotal (µm) uSlO:a(p ) uee pm [f'l'll2011 uee (ppm) Q{J,losa 
1 73.5 10,000 ±400 6.6 6.5 ±0.5 17.1±2.1 4.2 x 107 
2 10.2 8, 100±1200 8.3 6.4±0.9 16.8± 1.5 4.3 x 107 
3 73.5 350 ± 200 19.68 3.8±1 9.5±2 7.5 x 107 
4 10.2 420 ± 240 19.87 3.1 ±1 7.8 ± 1.4 9.2 x 107 
Supplementary Table 3: The calculated parameters for different stacks. The optical ttansmittivity 
(T0 pt), acoustic transmittivity (Tac) and thickness Cdtota1) are discussed in section SI B.5. The ratios of 
the energy stored in Si02 (U8i02 /U&) and Ta20 5 (UTh.205 /U&) to the energy stored in Helium are 
discussed in SI B.6 
mirror separation is 84 µm (as in the present devices), we calculate the expected acoustic quality factor 
to be Qp,ext = 3.3 ± 2.2 x 106, where the uncertainly is primarily due to the acoustic parameters of 
Ta205 . This calculation assumes a cavity constructed from Device #3 and Device #4 in Tables 2 and 3. 
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SI B.6 Acoustic loss inside the DBR layers 
In addition to being limited by the transmission of the acoustic mode into the fiber, the acoustic Q 
factor can also be limited by dissipation in the DBR. To estimate the Q factor associated with this loss, 
the following expression is used 
1 usi02¢si02 + uTa205<ha,o, 
Q/3,loss UHe (92) 
Here U is the energy stored in the material; ef;> is the acoustic loss angle for the material. 
To find the stored energy, we use the treatment above to find the displacement field in each layer. The 
stored energy can then be expressed as 
u~tored ex 
3 
{d; W~Pils(f)eiknjx + s(b)e-iknjxl2dx lo J J 
W~Pj [ (ls)1ll2 + ls)b)12) d; - k~jlm (sJ1l*s)b)(e-2iknjd; -1))] 
(93) 
The calculated ratios of energy stored in Si02 and Ta20 5 are shown in table 3. Both ¢8;02 and <ha,o, 
have been measured over a range of temperatures and for frequencies mostly much lower than 300 MHz 
[9, IO, ll, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Allofthesemeasurementsshowef;>8;02 ;</JTu2o5 <10-3. Thevaluesofthe 
quality factor due to absorption in the DBR (Q13,1oss). assuming ef;>s;o2 = tPTa2 o 5 = 10-3, are shown in 
Table 3. For all designs Q13,10 ,, is much larger than Q/3,ext· All a result, the acoustic quality factor should 
not be limited by the acoustic absorption in the DBR. 
SI C Acoustic loss in the superfluid helium. 
For T < 600 mK the main intrinsic loss mechanism for density waves (i.e., first sound) in superfluid 
helium is the three phonon process [17]. It can be described by an amplitude attenuation coefficient aapp 
7r2(u + 1)2k4 ( (3 )) 
°'3pp(w13) = 1i3 6 B w13T4 a.rctan(w13r) - arctan -27tPw13r 30PHe VHe 
(94) 
Here w /3 is the wave frequency, T is the temperature, pH e = 145 kg/m3 and v He = 238 mis are the 
helium density and sound velocity, u = 2.84 is the Griineisen constant [18], T = eT-5 is the thermal 
phonon lifetime, where e = 1.11 X 10-7 s·K5 [19] and p = 3knT/vHe is the average thermal phonon 
momentum. Finally, "I is the coefficient for the cubic term in the phonon dispersion, which is expressed 
as "I = - -6 
1 dd"~, where e and p are phonon energy and momentum respectively. It has been measured 
VHe p 
to be "I = -8 x 1047 kg-2m-2s2 [18]. 
The intrinsic quality factor of an acoustic mode can be calculated from the attenuation length as 
Wf3 Q13,int = 2 VHe°'3pp 
(95) 
For the relevant acoustic mode frequency w13 = 211" x 313.86 MHz and temperature T < 0.5 K both 
arctan arguments in equation 94 are» 1, leading to the simple relationship Q /3,int = fc,;, where x "" 118 
K4. 
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Heat transport model and thermal response time. 
In order to make use of the equations 94 and 95 to analyze the data in the main paper, it is necessary 
to know the temperature of the helium inside the cavity. To accomplish this, we have developed a model 
of heat transport in the device. The steady state solution of this model yields the dependence of the device 
temperature on the dissipated power and the temperature of the mixing chamber, and is used to derive 
equation 2 in the main text. The dynamical solution provides an expression for the thermal relaxation 
time of the helium inside the cavity. 
Heat transport equation 
First, let us define the geometry of the device. As shown in figure la of the main text, a cylindrical 
volume of helium occupies the space between the faces of two optical fibers which are confined within 
the bore of a glass ferrule. The helium inside the cavity is thermally linked to a larger volume of helium 
outside the ferrule via two identical sheaths; since these sheaths have the same length, we can represent 
them as a single sheath with doubled cross-sectional area. Finally, we assume that the helium outside 
the ferrule has large heat capacitance and a good thermal link to the mixing chamber, so its tempera-
ture doesn't depend on the power dissipated inside the cavity and is the same as the mixing chamber 
temperature. 
We represent the helium inside the cavity as a point heat capacitance C0 (T) located at x = l and 
experiencing a heat load ii> (dissipated laser power). This capacitance is connected to a reservoir at 
x = 0 through a one-dimensional channel (the combined sheaths), which has a heat capacitance per unit 
length Cz(T) and a thermal resistance per unit length R1(T). The reservoir is maintained at a constant 
temperature TMC· 1f we denote the temperature dependent specific heat (per unit volume) of helium by 
cv(T) and its thermal conductivity in the channel by K(T), we get for the parameters above 
Co(T) = Vcavcv(T) 
Cz(T) = A.hcv(T) 
R1(T) = (A,,hK(T))-1, 
(96) 
(97) 
(98) 
where Vcav is the volume of the cylindrical cavity and Ash is the combined cross-sectional area of the 
sheaths. 
The two equations governing the heat transport in the channel are 
. 1 aT J=-----
Rz(T) ax 
8T aj Cz(T)- = --
at ax 
(99) 
(100) 
The first equation relates the heat current j ( x) and the temperature gradient ~~ (positive values of j 
denote the heat flowing in the positive x direction, i.e., from the reservoir into the cavity), and the second 
one describes the heating of the helium inside the channel. The boundary condition at the reservoir is 
simply T(x = 0) = TMc. while for the cavity it is expressed through a heat flow balance 
ii>= ( Coar -j)I at x=l (101) 
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This last relation shows that the power \!> dissipated in the cavity is partially spent on increasing its 
temperature and partially transmitted into the channel. 
Because the thermal conductivity K and heat capacity cv are temperature-dependent, the equations 
above are in principle non-linear. Nevertheless, since they have the same dependence c(T) = 8vT3, 
K(T) = evT3, we can transform the equations into linear ones with an appropriate substitution. For that, 
we express the material parameters as 
Ci(T) = A.bc(T) = 81T3 
Co(T) = Vcavc(T) = 8oT3 
R1(T) = (A,bK(T))-1 = (ezT3)-1, 
(102) 
(103) 
(104) 
where 81 = A,h8v, 80 = Vcav8v and e1 = A,hev. Substituting these expressions into the equation and 
boundary conditions, we obtain 
j(x) = -e1T3aT = -~ a(T4) (105) 
ax 4 ax 
_ oj = 81T 38T = 81 a(T
4 ) 
ax &t 4&t (106) 
\!> = (80T38T - j) I = (80 a(T4) - j) I 
at x=I 4 at x=I 
(107) 
Denoting u = T 4 and using the first equation to express j leads to 
au fl a2u (108) at 81 ax2 
ulx=O = uo (109) 
(au ez8u)I 4\1> (110) 
at+ 80 ax x=I 80 
Thus, the heat transport equation is expressed as a one-dimensional diffusion equation with the diffusion 
coefficient D = elf 81. 
Steady state solution 
First, we consider a steady state solution with a constant heat load \!>. The diffusion equation turns 
into g:~ = 0, which has a general solution u = a + bx. The boundary condition at x = 0 inlmediately 
yields a = u 0 = T~c· From the second boundary condition we find b = t;: = ~';,which results in 
4\1> 
u(x) = u0 + -x, (111) 
ez 
From this, the temperature of the cavity can be determined as 
4\1> 
Tc'av = u(l) = Tt.rc + -l 
fl 
This relation is used to derive equation 2 in the main text. 
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(112) 
Transient dynamics 
Next, we consider the dynamics of this system. We consider the system in the steady state derived 
above and then abruptly turn off the power source at t = 0. The cavity temperature should then decay to 
To exponentially with some characteristic time To, which we want to determine. 
To find the time evolution we use the eigenfunctions expansion of the solution: 
u(x, t) = uo + LTn(t)vn(x), 
n 
where Vn ( x) is an eigenfunction of the Laplace operator with the appropriate boundary conditions 
a2vn 
ax2 = -AnVn 
Vn(O) = 0 
( El a
2
vn + ~ avn) I - 0 
81 ax2 <lo ax x=l -
(113) 
(114) 
(115) 
(116) 
If we denote An = k~ (choosing the opposite sign .>. = -k~ results in the inability to satisfy both 
boundary conditions simultaneously, as well as an exponentially diverging time evolution), we get from 
the first two equations that vn(x) = sin(knx). The boundary condition at x = l restricts the values of kn 
(117) 
which can be rewritten as 
(knl) tan(knl) = rv (118) 
with rv = lfi = ~1·• = ,";·• is the ratio of the sheath and the cavity volumes. The solutions for this 
uo Ycav Ycav 
equation exhaust all of the values kn. 
Now we can substitute the expansion back into equation 108 to obtain the equations for the time-
dependent parts Tn: 
au 
at 
'°"' OTn L..J Vn at 
n 
= 
As the eigenfunctions are orthogonal, equation 120 has to be satisfied for each Tn independently 
OTn _ Ezk~T. _ Tn 
at - -T n - - Tn, 
where Tn = 6k12 is the characteristic decay time. The solution for this equation is Ei n 
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(119) 
(120) 
(121) 
(122) 
We're mostly interested in the longest relaxation time To corresponding to the smallest value of kn, which 
we denote as ko 
81 1 
To=--
iz k5 (123) 
With several percent error, ko can be approximated by 
(kol)-2 "" (~) 2 + rv, (124) 
so the relaxation time becomes 
To "" ~: 12 ( : 2 + rv) = ,~~3:1 ( : 2 + rv) = ~:~ ( : 2 + rv) , (125) 
where Csh = 81T 3l is the total heat capacitance of the sheath, and l<sh = £1T 3 /l is the total thermal 
conductance of the sheath. 
The expression above for the thermal relaxation time To depends only the sheath's heat capacitance, 
thermal conductance, and the geometric parameter rv. The heat capacitance of the sheath can be known 
fairly well, since it only depends on its volume and the specific heat of the liquid helium, which for low 
temperatures is well known [20]. Thermal conductivity, however, is much harder to evaluate a priori, 
since it depends upon the particular geometry of the conducting channel (which determines the mean 
phonon travel length between collisions with the boundaries) and the scattering properties of its wall. 
Therefore, measurements of To can provide an estimate for the thermal conductivity without the need for 
any assumptions about the specularity of reflections from sheath surface. 
Measurement of the thermal relaxation time 
We measure To by changing the circulating optical power (which is proportional to the power dis-
sipated inside the cavity) and monitoring the response of the temperature-dependent linewidth of the 
acoustic mode. The experiment is performed using the OMIT/OMIA technique described in the main 
text, but with the probe beam frequency Wprobe being fixed exactly one acoustic frequency away from 
the control beam: Wprobe = Wcontrol + Wf:J· This way, the magnitude of the OMIA part of the probe beam 
reflection is inversely proportional to the linewidth of the acoustic mode, which is a monotonic function 
of the device temperature. Hence, by observing the OMIA response as a function of time we can access 
the temperature dynamics. In practice, rather than measuring a step response to a change in the dissipated 
optical power, we perform a lock-in measurement where we sinusoidally modulate the optical drive and 
record the complex response of the magnitude of the OMIA signal. 
The results are shown in figure 3. The data was fit to a double exponential decay with two time scales 
Ts and T f and an additional time delay T d 
< [ l 1 1 fuiTd 
U'YintWO<l. 1 . e + iWTs + iWTj 
(126) 
We attribute the longer of the two decay times Ts "" 350 µs to the thermal response. The shorter time 
TJ "" 40 µsis only required to account for the data at frequencies above 2 kHz; it might arise from some 
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Figure 3: Amplitude and phase of the intrinsic linewidth response as a function of the modulation 
frequency of the circulating optical power. The blue line is the fit to a double exponential (126); for com-
parison, the green line shows the fit to a simple exponential decay with a time delay, which corresponds 
to setting T1 = 0 in the equation 126. 
other faster thermal process in the system (e.g., heating of the dielectric stack, or thermal equilibration of 
the helium inside the cavity), or from the time-delayed mechanical response itself. Finally, the time delay 
Td ~ 30 µscan be attributed to the sound propagation delay, as it is comparable to the ballistic phonon 
travel time in the sheath l/vHe ~ 12 µs. In interpreting the slowest time Ts as the thermal response time 
To we assumed that the thermal response is the slowest time scale in the system. Indeed, the slower time 
Ts we observe is much larger than either optical (~~1 ~ 3 ns) or mechanical ("/p1 ~ 20 µs) lifetime, and 
we are not aware of any other similarly slow process occurring inside the device. 
Finally, we use the measured value of To to estimate the thermal conductance. First, we need to 
calculate the heat capacity, for which we can use the known value for the specific heat cv/T3 = 8.3 x 
10-2 J/(mol · K 4) [20], which leads to the heat capacity per unit volume cv /T3 =3x103 J/(K4 • m3). 
Next, we evaluate the volumes. The cavity has a diameter of dcav = 133 ± 5 µm and the length of 
lcav = 70µm, so its volume is Vcav = ~d~avlcav = (1.0 ± 0.1) X 10-12 m3 • The sheaths have the 
same outer diameter dcav (which is set by the inner diameter of the ferrule), the inner diameter dsh=l25 
µm and the length of l = 3 mm; this means that the combined volume of two sheaths Vsh = Ash l = 
2i(d~av - d~h)l = (3.5 + 16) x 10-12 m3• The large spread in the volume estimates is due to the 
uncertainty in the sheath thickness hsh = ( dsh - dcav) /2 = (1.5 + 6.5) µm. From the volume estimates 
we obtain rv = 0.06 + 0.27 and Csh/T3 = (1.0 + 4.8) x 10- 8 J /K4 . Using the experimental value for 
the time constant To = 3.5 x 10-4 s we get ~sh/T3 = E = (2.5 + 7.8) x 10-5 W /K4• 
We can assess the validity of this result using the theoretical expression for the thermal conductivity 
of a cylindrical channel[21]: 
(127) 
which is applicable when the phonon mean free path is limited by the scattering at the channel bound-
aries. Here dch is the diameter of the channel, and f is the fraction of diffusive phonon scattering events 
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at the channel walls. This equation can be rewritten as 
2-f 
f 
3 r;,(T) 
VHedch C(T) 
Using equation 125 to express the ratio C / 1<, we find 
2 - f 3 12 ( 4 ) 
-,- = VHedch To 11"2 +Ty 
(128) 
(129) 
If we approximate drn by twice the sheath thickness (to account for the much longer longitudinal scat-
tering events) dch "' 2hsh = dcav - d,h = (3 + 13) µm, we will find that the diffusive scattering fraction 
f is between 3% for the minimal sheath thickness of 1.5 µm and 20% for the maximal sheath thickness 
of 6.5 µm. These values appear reasonable for the optically smooth glass surfaces of the ferrule and the 
fiber and typical wavelength of thermal phonons Ath = 211" ;%;:r ;:;; 10 nm for T < 0.4 K. 
SI D Calibration of the Brownian motion data 
Here, we describe the analysis of the thermal fluctuation data (shown in figure 4 of the main text) 
that is used to extract fip, the mean phonon number of the acoustic mode. These measurements were 
taken with the control beam blue-detuned from the cavity resonance by wp. When the acoustic mode's 
thermal fluctuations add sidebands to this beam, the blue sideband is strongly suppressed by the cavity 
lineshape while the red sideband is resonant with the cavity. Beating between the local oscillator and 
the red sideband of the control beam produces a peak in the photocurrent spectrum which reflects the 
thermal fluctuations of the mechanical oscillator. 
In such a measurement, the power spectral density of the photocurrent, Sr:r is predicted to be[22] 
"ff!Lr:r + (w - wp)Ar:r 
Sr:r ex Fr:r + ('1JJ_) 2 ( ) 2 
2 + w-wp 
(130) 
where F r:r is the measurement noise floor, Lr:r is the amplitude of the symmetric (Lorentzian) component, 
and Ar:r is the amplitude of the antisymmetric component. When the control beam is detuned from the 
cavity by wp and the laser's classical noise is small, Ar:r is expected to be negligible and is ignored in the 
following analysis. The proportionality constant in eq. 130 is also not relevant for the analysis below. 
Expressions for Fr:r and Lr:r are provided in ref. [22]. They depend upon the classical phase noise in 
the control beam (parameterized by the constant Cyy [22]), as well as the optical losses and added noise 
between the cavity and the photodetector. 
When Cyy = 0, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ~· is given by[22] r., 
Lr:r _ _ a,fJ2I [ Jl2(- + l) Frr - <TK.a.,mna9o Xcav -wp np (131) 
A 
where a = 10-w is the measurement detection efficiency, A is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) degra-
dation factor in dB, l<a,in is the optical cavity input coupling, n., is the mean intracavity photon number 
due to the control beam, gg•f! is the optomechanical coupling, and Xcav[w] is the cavity susceptibility. 
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Similar expressions exist for Cyy # 0, [22] but are more cumbersome and so are not displayed here. 
Equation 131 (or the equivalent expressions for Cyy # 0) can be inverted to find fi13. In practice, 
we do this by measuring 1<0 ,in, fi0 , gg•13 and Xcav[w] using standard techniques, determining Lrr and Frr 
from fitting the photocurrent spectrum to eq. 130, and measuring the optical losses and added noise that 
contribute to A. Below, we briefly summarize the individual contributions to A. 
• The signal due to the acoustic motion is attenuated by optical loss in the fiber connections, splices, 
and all of the optical components between the cavity and the EDFA. These losses are measured to 
sum to A1oss = 1.5 dB. 
• The EDFA outputs an amplified beam with additional noise. This added noise depends on the 
laser wavelength and power. As shown in figure 4a of the main text, two different laser powers Pin 
were used while acquiring cavity reflection spectra. With Pin ""' 10(50)µW, the noise added by 
the EDFA was measured to be AEDFA = 6(5.1) dB. 
• The analysis leading to eq.130 assumes that the Lorentzian component arises from beating between 
the local oscillator and the acoustic sideband, and that the noise floor arises from the beating of 
the output noise of the EDFA with the local oscillator. However other beams account for 10% -
20% of the power incident on the photodiode; the beating of those beams with the output noise of 
EDFA increases the noise floor, resulting in Anoise = 0.5 - 1.0 dB. 
• Mixer image noise produces additional noise in the photocurrent power spectral density. In order 
to acquire Brownian motion spectra, the photocurrent signal must be mixed down to within the 
bandwidth of data acquisition system. This is achieved by mixing the photocurrent with a mi-
crowave local oscillator (MLO) with frequency WMLO and analyzing the mixer's output. Due to 
the symmetric nature of the mixer, the signal at the IF port at a frequency WJ:F will come from the 
photocurrent both at WMLO + WJ:F and lwMLO - WIF I· Therefore, assuming a white noise spec-
trum for the photocurrent signal, the noise at the mixer's IF output is twice the noise at the RF 
frequency on the mixer's input. To minimize the effect of this added noise, a filter is used to pass 
the signal band around WMLO + WJ:F, and to partially reject the image band at lwMLO - WJ:F I· As a 
result, mixer image noise adds only about 1 dB of noise to the photocurrent power spectral density. 
Hence, Amix = 1.0 dB. 
• In order to measure electronics noise, the noise at the mixer's IF output frequency is measured in 
the absence of the laser. This noise is much smaller than the added noise produced by the EDFA, 
and is subtracted from the photocurrent noise floor prior to further calibration. 
The SNR degradation A is given by A = A10 ,. + AEDFA + Anoise + Amix. Hence, the measurement de-
tection efficiency is 11%to14% depending on the laser power incident on the EDFA. The photodetector 
quantum efficiency does not affect the measurement detection efficiency, because the noise on the input 
of the photodetector is dominated by the classical EDFA noise. 
However, to completely describe the SNR degradation of the measurement, we must also consider the 
laser's classical phase noise. Using a delay line technique[22], the laser's classical phase noise is mea-
sured to be -142.5 dBc/Hz at frequencies around the mechanical sideband frequency. This corresponds 
to Cyy "' 1. 
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There are two ways in which classical laser noise affects the calibration of the Brownian motion data. 
First, laser phase noise is transformed into amplitude noise through interaction with the optical cavity, 
and thereby increases the photocurrent noise floor. Based on the analysis in ref. [22] and the measured 
value of Cyy. this process can alter F,, enough to reduce the estimated value of nr; by ;S 1. 
Second, classical laser noise enters and reflects from the cavity in the same manner as the probe beam 
used in the OMIA measurements, described in section SI A. As a result, the familiar phenomenon of noise 
(anti-)squashing occurs; we estimate that this process can alter Lrr enough to increase the estimated value 
of nr; by ;S 1. 
Since these two contributions from laser phase noise are small and tend to cancel, they are ignored 
in the analysis of nr;. 
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